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“On the Internet, no one knows you’re a dog.”



What ordinary people do
• Masturbation
• Forbidden pre-marital sex
• Technical “virginity”
• Extra-marital sex
• Pornography
• Romance novels
• Internet sexuality
• B/D-S/M
• Consensual non-monogamy
• Role-playing games
• Sharing fantasies
• Piercings
• Anal sex
• Shave/wax pubic area
• Make-up sex
• Costumes

• Commercial sex
• Adult entertainment
• Sex toys
• Sex games
• Sex clubs
• Cross-dress
• Voyeurism/exhibitionism
• Same-gender sex
• Risk-taking
• Threesomes
• Childhood sex play
• Fetishes, paraphilias
• Friends w/benefits
• Post-breakup sex
• Posting erotic selfies 



If that’s what people do in real life, 
imagine what they 
fantasize about!



The nature of fantasy
• Experimenting w/alternatives w/o real consequences.
• Supplements rather than duplicates reality.
• Fantasies cluster around a small number of themes.
• Most people's sexual fantasies are quite common, 

even if they are socially disrespected.
(Joyal, J Sexual Med, 2015)

• The most common fantasies? Just what you’d expect.
• Even the most seemingly unusual fantasies derive from 

universal themes—e.g., power, transformation, taboo.
• How far are you willing to go to excite yourself before 

you scare yourself?
• We can’t expect that everyone will agree on what’s a 

“reasonable” fantasy.



fantasy ≠ desire



The most common sexual fantasies
(Ogas & Gaddam, 2011)

• Analyzed 1 billion porn searches
• The most popular search terms: 
1. Youth 
2. Gay/lesbian 
3. MILF 



The most common sexual fantasy themes
(Lehmiller, 2018)

Long questionnaire, n=4200
• multi-partner sex 
• power, control, and rough sex 
• novelty and adventure
• taboo and forbidden sex 
• partner sharing and non-monogamy
• passion
• gender bending



The most common sexual fantasies
• 28.5 billion visits to Pornhub (81 million/day)
• U.S. is the world’s biggest consumer of porn 
• Each American spends an average 

of 10.5 minutes per visit
• Most popular searches:

2) milf
3) step-sister
5) step-mom
7) mom
9) teen





I am a mandated reporter.
I’m required to judge whose fantasy
reflects a problematic inner dynamic. 

I (supposedly) have training to do this.

Police & juries are not required 
to have this training.

The justice system assumes
age-players are dangerous.



Age play
• The special thing about age-related fantasy
• “Siblings,” “step-parents,” “cousins” 
• Taboos
• Vicariously doing what we now imagine we could have 

done then
• Popular sex game: Let’s pretend i’m older and you’re 

younger. Or vice versa.
• Plaids & Pigtails 
• Adult-size private school skirts and mary janes

• Who’s your daddy? (Urban dictionary; Wikipedia)



The fun of age play—and why 
you may not care who your partner is

• You can be a different persona
• You can lose yourself or your inhibitions
• “It’s all in my head anyway” (solipsistic introjection)
• No consequences
• Mentor persona; submissive persona
• Make “sex” as nasty as you want
• Feel connected (despite actual isolation)
• No real vulnerability or risk—

just the excitement of both, w/o real-world exposure
• Like BDSM, Civil War reenactors, World of Warcraft



How chat rooms work

They invite people to a free space, 
then encourage them to take their 

conversation off the site.



The sites claim there are friendly 
people just waiting to respond.

Frequently, they’re bots 
that give programmed responses.

But the bots are hot!



Our federal and state governments 
devote a lot of resources to chasing, 

seducing, and capturing men who play 
I’m Older/You’re a Minor in chatrooms 

and other internet spaces.



What lawyers need to know
about chatroom visitors

• Fantasy doesn’t predict behavior
• Most of these people aren’t perverts
• Many are aspergers, lonely, clueless
• Not necessarily “pedophiles” or seeking actual contact
• Sometimes they’re chatting w/bots—and don’t care!
• These defendants are society’s designated “other”

• Focus of irrational anger and hatred
• For many people, these “predators” define “men” or “sex”

• Transcripts of game and reality can look the same



“Hold on, I’m gonna call Tech Support.”



Clues that “Teenie” may be the police
• Anomalous references to music, film, culture
• Overly sophisticated language
• Knowledge of other places
• Really pushy about receiving a photo
• Really pushy about meeting
• Their photo may be of an older person



There are also 
private organizations & vigilantes 

who troll the internet for these men.

Police sometimes cooperate with them.



What is a “pedophile?”
• Attraction to PRE-pubescent minors—not all children
• Most pedophiles are not obsessive or compulsive
• Pedophiles don’t choose their orientation
• Like any orientation, people have behavioral choices
• Most pedophiles don’t commit contact offenses

• Many people with a sexual interest in minors are NOT 
pedophiles 



Teen sexting

Minors who digitally exchange 
sexual photos of themselves. 



Normal, expectable use of technology.
Adults are having trouble 

w/their own sexting. 



Teen sexting
• How common?
• Why? 

• Intimacy between romantic partners
• Attempt to create relationship
• Bragging, revenge, want attention

• Teen-to-teen
• Teen-to-teen-to-someone else 
• Teen-to-adult



In states across the U.S. these kids 
have been subject to search, 

suspended from school, jailed.

With little or no due process.



“Child pornography” is not protected 
by the First Amendment.



Novel legal concept:

You can be both victim and perpetrator
--i.e., a victim of child porn and 

the creator of child porn.



In 39 states, 
teen sex can be legal (16 or 17) 

but depictions of that sex illegal (<18).



Kids can’t grasp the idea 
that they don’t own the rights 
to photograph their own body.



Our messages
• With sexuality, most people value privacy—

unlike rest of social media
• Most teen relationships don’t last forever
• You can’t change your mind in cyberspace

• You can get in an amazing amount of trouble



“Cannibal Cop” Case
(US v. Valle, 2015)

• US District Court Judge Paul Gardephe over-
turns Gilberto Valle's conspiracy conviction, 
agreeing that Valle had only been fantasizing 
about kidnapping and cooking women to indulge 
a sexual fetish. 

• He rules the fantasy was protected by the 
Constitution (implying that having it doesn’t 
mean he’s dangerous).

• This generates the underpinnings for a newly 
recognized First Amendment "right to fantasize."



“Thank you for your e-mail. I appreciate your concern.
At this time, however, I am completely satisfied

with the size of my penis.”
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